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BASIC MANDATORY RULES
The conference paper template consists of a Word file with pre-created paragraph styles for your
convenience. Papers prepared in contrary to this template cannot be accepted for a review and will be
sent back for reworking. Please refer to the guidelines for authors on the preparation of manuscripts.
1. The manuscript should be submitted on-line using the official conference website in Microsoft Word
format (.doc/.docx) and Adobe Acrobat Reader format (.pdf) together.
2. Each manuscript has to be accompanied by the Copyright Transfer Form. Please download this
form on the website. (Full Paper & Proceedings  Copyright Transfer Policy). Don´t send this form
to the IIR, ICCEX Conference Office will send all documents together to the IIR authority. Submit it
on-line as well.
3. Download and save the NEW IIR TEMPLATE. Don´t use the template you have downloaded
from the website before the abstract preparation 1-2 months ago.
4. Give the files new names in the following format: paper ID, presenting author’s family name
(333_kocova.docx / 333_kocova.pdf / 333_kocova_copyright.pdf).
5. In the conference papers template are indicated in RED the styles that should be used. For instance:
for the abstract, the style that should be pressed are: „IIR 06. Abstract Title” and “IIR 07. Abstract
Main Text”. Please keep only the precreated styles. Press simultaneously: Alt + Control + Shift + S
to visualise the Styles table.
6. DO NOT include page numbers!
7. Add the number of your paper, it is identical with your abstract number and is available on the
website. There is necessary to complete a DOI number in the template, you should add only the last
digits (ID number).
8. The entire manuscript (i.e. text, figures, tables, references and abstracts) should not exceed six (6)
pages.
9. Remove all blank lines between paragraphs in the main text between headings (if necessary). The
pre-defined paragraph styles include all necessary blank spaces.
10. Occasionally, Microsoft Word may generate larger-than-necessary .pdf files when images inserted
into the document are manipulated in Microsoft Word. To minimize this issue, use an image editing
tool to resize the images to the appropriate printing resolution (usually 300 dpi), and then insert the
image into Microsoft Word using Insert | Picture | From File. Reduce the size / pixel resolution of
images in the manuscript. The maximum size should not exceed 2 MB.
11. Don´t use or delete all hyperlinks from the whole manuscript, don´t use cross-references or
footnotes.
12. Turn off the “track changes” function.
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